
UNDERSTANDING LEAN -
IDENTIFYING AND REMOVING 
WASTE THAT COSTS YOUR 
BUSINESS MONEY
Is your company finding that delivering products or your service is harder than it should be? Are the level 

of late deliveries is going up rather than coming down with delivery lead times excessive compared to 

your competition? Are you producing extra stock just to try and get round the losses from poor quality or 

excess stock sitting on your shelves?

If the answer to any of these is yes, then it’s time to talk about lean and eliminating the waste in your 

organisation costing you money.

Summary

Detail

This workshop is designed as an interactive session to help businesses understand what the 8 Lean wastes

are and then apply that understanding directly within their business. Within the workshop we spend the

initial part understanding what the 8 Lean wastes are in a practical sense by exploring them in plain

English and applying real world examples of them.

The 2nd part of the workshop is looking at the attendee’s own business and identifying low hanging fruit

where it is obvious that waste is occurring and identifying some options that could be put in place to

remove or reduce this waste.

The final element of this session is to select one single area and by using process mapping techniques

identify a more indepth view of waste within that small section of the company or process.

The takeaway from this session are:

• A real-world awareness of what are the 8 lean wastes

• How can you identify the low hanging fruit

• A basic overview of how to map a process to understand what the wastes or non-value add processes

are.

• Understand what a Gamba walk is and how to organise and review one

• The ability to talk with their teams on what the 8 wastes are and why eliminating or reducing them is

important to the company

Who should attend:

Senior managers & managers and team leaders who are wishing to understand how to improve their

business focus and performance on key strategic & operational issues

Duration:

This is a one-day course for up to 8 people
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Get in Touch for further details or contact your local RBPN Co-Ordinator to book.


